As you look at the primary sources given to you by the teacher, complete the following questions:

**Part 1: Sandburg’s Typewritten Research—First Hand Accounts of Lincoln**

What do the documents reveal about Lincoln?

What do the documents reveal about the author?

What do the documents reveal about Carl Sandburg? (These were his research notes)
Why could these first hand accounts and what happened not occur at any other time in history? (Please give more explanation then all the people are dead!)

Part 2: Letters to Sandburg:

What do the documents reveal about Lincoln?

What do the documents reveal about the author?
What do the documents reveal about Carl Sandburg? (These were his research notes)

Why could these first hand accounts and what happened not occur at any other time in history? (Please give more explanation than all the people are dead!)

Last Question: In general, why is the statement “History repeats itself” not true? (In general)